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ONIKUMA K1-B gaming headphones (red)
Get ready for your next game and give yourself an edge right from the start. ONIKUMA K1-B gaming headphones can become almost an
indispensable piece of equipment for any gamer. The 50mm transducers guarantee high sound quality and allow full  immersion, while
the  ergonomic  design  allows  you  to  enjoy  long-lasting  comfort.  In  addition,  the  omnidirectional  microphone  makes  it  easy  to
communicate with other team members, and the remote control integrated into the cable offers convenient access to the most important
functions.
 
High-quality surround sound
Enjoy a dreamlike level of immersion and feel like the hero of your favorite game at your own desk. With 50-millimeter drivers, the K1-B
headphones deliver realistic, detail-saturated sound that will leave you completely immersed in the game. Now you can easily hear and
locate your rivals - don't be surprised and win your next duel!
 
Convenient operation
With the K1-B, everything you might need is at your fingertips. The headphones are equipped with a remote control integrated into the
cable, with which you can adjust the volume or mute the microphone in an instant. You no longer have to search for the right settings
every time!
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Compatible
It  doesn't  matter what equipment you use most often for  gaming. The K1-B headphones feature wide compatibility,  so you can easily
connect them to many devices. Selected PlayStation and Nintendo consoles, smartphones, tablets, computers or laptops - the decision is
yours!
 
For your convenience
Do you often spend long hours playing games? Take care of your comfort! ONIKUMA headphones offer soft, shape-memory earcups that
fit snugly to your ears without compressing them or causing fatigue. What's more, the adjustable headband will allow you to adjust the
K1-B to the shape of your head, while the soft pad provides an extra level of comfort.
 
Facilitated communication
Gain the ability to communicate freely with other players and make it easier to plan your next team games. The K1-B headphones are
equipped with a high-sensitivity omnidirectional microphone that provides excellent sound quality by reducing unnecessary noise - it will
reliably register your voice. You can also rotate it 120° to adjust its position to suit your needs.
 
 
ManufacturerONIKUMAModelK1-BColorRedTransducer50 mmImpedance20Ω ± 15%Sensitivity119 dB ± 3 dBFrequency response20 Hz -
20  kHzMicrophone  dimensions6  x  2.7  mmMicrophone  sensitivity-38  dB  ±  3  dBMicrophone  impedance2.2KΩMicrophone
directivityOmnidirectionalCable lengthApproximately 2.2 mLED operating voltageDC 5 V ± 5%Operating current≤ 100 mAConnectorsUSB
+ 3.5 mm jack

Preço:

Antes: € 12.4968

Agora: € 12.00

Jogos, Headphones
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